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SEPTEMBER 2016

KEY
S C H E D U L E E F F E C T I V E 0 9 . 0 1 . 1 6– 0 9 . 3 0 . 1 6

Bold
♦

New Class, Instructor, or Time
Advance signup required
Studio key on back

MONDAY

TUESDAY

Cycle Beats
Ariella Hackmann

5:45 –6:30
CS ♦

Performance Cycling
Christina Collins

5:45 –6:30
MS

Boot Camp
Jake Zemer

8:40 –8:55
MS

Ab Lab
Nikki Sturomski

8:30 –9:15
MS

Armed and Dangerous
Kyle Brown

9:00 –9:50
MS

METCON25
Nikki Sturomski

9:00 –9:45
TR ♦

TriTread
Jai Mac Neil

9:00 –9:50
YS ♦

Gold Barre
Vivian Jonokuchi

5:45 –6:30
CS ♦

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

EQX Row 30
Christina Collins

5:45 –6:30
CS ♦

Studio Cycling
Kevin Condon

5:45 –6:40
YS

Power Yoga
Roxanne Gamory

5:45 –6:30
MS

Fully Loaded
Chris Konopka

6:15 –6:45
MS

Ab Lab
Christina Collins

8:30 –9:00
MS

Tabata Cardio
Chris Konopka

8:30 –9:15
MS

Best Butt Ever
Egypt VlymenWilliams

8:45 –9:30
TR ♦

Precision Running®
Jai Mac Neil

5:45 –6:15
MS ♦

8:45 –9:35
YS ♦

True Barre
Pamela Arkin

9:00 –9:30
MS

Tabata Strength
Chris Konopka

9:45 –10:30
CS ♦

3SUM
Jai Mac Neil

9:00 –9:50
YS

Pilates
Donna Marie Mollo

9:30 –10:15
CS ♦

Cycle Beats
Jai Mac Neil

9:00 –9:50
YS

Pilates
Cheryl Tilles

9:30 –10:25
MS

Core Conditioning
Renee Diamond

10:00 –10:25
MS

Above the Belt
Nikki Sturomski

9:30 –10:25
MS

9:45 –10:30
CS ♦

Studio Cycling
Kyle Brown

10:00 –11:10
YS

Superhuman: The Class
(L2)
Maurice Johnson

Vinyasa Yoga
Melanie Hyman

10:00 –10:55
YS ♦

True Barre
Fraser Edwards

10:30 –11:15
TR ♦

The WORKX
Jai Mac Neil

9:30 –10:25
TR ♦

Tread and Shred
Nikki Sturomski

10:35 –11:05
MS

Best Abs Ever
Kyle Brown

11:20 –12:15
YS ♦

True Barre
Tracey Appel

9:45 –10:30
CS ♦

Cycle Beats
PJ Johns

11:15 –12:10
MS

Tai Chi
Nikki Sturomski

10:00 –10:55
YS ♦

True Barre
Fraser Edwards

10:35 –11:05
MS ♦

EQX Row 30
PJ Johns

4:00 –4:55
MS

Ropes and Rowers
Kevin Hernandez

4:00 –4:55
MS

R.I.P.P.E.D.
Nora Apostle

4:30 –5:15
CS ♦

3SUM
Jai Mac Neil

4:00 –4:55
YS

Pilates
Cheryl Tilles

4:30 –5:45
YS

Kripalu Yoga
Franklin Shire

4:00 –4:55
YS ♦

Lean Line
Robin Mosca

6:45 –7:30
MS

Stacked!
Joshua Diaz

6:00 –6:45
MS

Best Butt Ever
Jai Mac Neil

6:00 –6:45
CS ♦

3SUM
Jai Mac Neil

6:00 –6:45
MS

Boot Camp
Jake Zemer

7:30 –8:25
MS

Zumba®
Stacy Hanson

6:00 –6:55
YS

Hatha Yoga
Franklin Shire

6:45 –7:30
MS

Kettlebell Power
Joshua Diaz

6:00 –6:55
YS

Yoga Flow
Joshua Diaz

6:45 –7:30
TR ♦

Precision Running®
Jai Mac Neil

7:30 –8:25
YS

Kripalu Yoga
Franklin Shire

7:00 –7:55
MS

R.I.P.P.E.D.
Nora Apostle

7:00 –7:55
YS

Hot Power Yoga
Carl Vreeland

7:35 –8:30
MS

Zumba®
Tatiana Melendez

STUDIO CYCLING
CYCLE BEATS Cycle to the Beat of the music. This challenging and high
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intensity class is a great cardiovascular workout and experience.
PERFORMANCE CYCLING Whether you are preparing for longer rides

outdoors, a specific competitive event, or just want to up your fitness level,
this class is for you. Sample rides include: hill work, speed and sprint
intervals, breathing/meditation techniques and form exercises.
STUDIO CYCLING A cardio workout on a stationary bike based on cycling

principles. Classes are technique based and/or real terrain based and
focus on cadence, heartrate zones, climbs & sprints that can make an
unpredictable ride that is fun and challenging.

9:45 –11:00
YS

Vinyasa Yoga (L2)
Angela Kilcullen

11:15 –12:10
YS ♦

True Barre
Maura McIntyre

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Cycle Beats
Ariella Hackmann

8:00 –8:55
MS

Ropes and Rowers (L2)
Will Matthews

7:00 –8:15
CL

RunCross®
Christina Collins

Chisel'd
Rene Lund

8:30 –9:15
CS ♦

Cycle Beats
Ariella Hackmann

8:30 –9:15
CS ♦

Performance Cycling
Christina Collins

Precision Running®
Margaret Cunzio

8:30 –9:25
MS

Fully Loaded
Chris Konopka

8:30 –9:15
TR ♦

H.I.T. Full Body
Conditioning
PJ Johns
Elevate
Margaret Cunzio

8:30 –9:25
TR ♦
8:30 –9:15
YS

Pilates
Jai Mac Neil

8:30 –9:25
YS ♦

Lean Line
Robin Mosca

8:30 –9:25
YS

Hatha Yoga
Susan Malcolm

9:30 –10:00
MS ♦

EQX Row 30
Jai Mac Neil

9:30 –10:25
MS

Hard Core Conditioning
Chris Konopka

9:00 –9:30
MS ♦

EQX Row 30
PJ Johns

9:30 –10:20
YS ♦

True Barre
Margaret Cunzio

9:30 –10:25
TR ♦

Tread and Shred
Egypt VlymenWilliams

9:30 –10:45
YS

Hatha Yoga
Susan Malcolm

9:45 –10:30
CS ♦

Cycle Beats
Ariella Hackmann

9:45 –10:30
CS ♦

Performance Cycling
Christina Collins

9:45 –10:30
CS ♦

Cycle Beats
PJ Johns

9:45 –11:00
YS

Kripalu Yoga
Franklin Shire

9:45 –10:40
MS

Pilates Power
Vivian Jonokuchi

10:45 –11:40
MS

Zumba®
Tatiana Melendez

11:00 –11:55
YS ♦

True Barre
Vivian Jonokuchi

11:00 –11:55
YS

Pilates
Joshua Diaz

4:00 –4:55
YS

Vinyasa Yoga
Donna Marie Mollo

4:00 –4:55
YS

Vinyasa Yoga
Roxanne Gamory

5:45 –6:30
CS ♦
6:00 –6:55
MS
8:30 –9:00
MS

10:00 –10:25
MS

Above the Belt
Jai Mac Neil

10:30 –11:25
MS

Zumba®
Tatiana Melendez

10:30 –11:25
YS

Vinyasa Yoga
Jennifer Ray

4:00 –4:55
YS

Vinyasa Yoga
Denise Mathieson

KETTLEBELL POWER Kettlebells have long been considered a powerful

FULLY LOADED Break out of linear workouts with this fitness class that

and effective training tool for maximizing results in workouts. Come
experience a powerful full body workout using the new Kettlebells. Build
power, and condition your body while learning dynamic new exercises
using the Kettlebell
METCON25 Specially developed for our 25th Anniversary, METCON25
reimagines our signature class with five highintensity rounds of quintuple
metabolic conditioning, concluding with a challenging grand finale.

challenges you to move weight in all directions for a full 360 degrees of
loaded movement. Push your performance in 3D — the way your body
was meant to move.

ROPES AND ROWERS A full body circuit built on battling ropes and the

a strong focus on defining the core muscles by challenging both strength
and stability. Using weights, the body bar, and a step, this class will help
you define your body from head to toe.

WaterRower, driving balanced strength and greater cardio fitness to propel
your performance. The exhilarating solo and team competition will push
you to bring it, beat it and brag about it.

sequence will help tone and define arms, shoulders, legs, chest
abdominals & lower back.
HARD CORE CONDITIONING An intense upper and lower body workout with

R.I.P.P.E.D. The One Stop Body Shock! A fun highenergy total body

conditioning class that incorporates Resistance, Interval, Power,
incorporating short intervals with strategic recovery periods done pyramid
Plyometric, and Endurance training. This class targets all muscle groups
style. Transform your body with targeted movement complexes that are
by combining free weights and anaerobic conditioning. Come and get
treadmill will hit every muscle in your body for the ultimate burn. You’ll
stacked together for an intense, challenging workout.
R.I.P.P.E.D...
GROUP FITNESS MANAGER
increase your power and speed, and forever improve your run. Created by
SUPERHUMAN: THE CLASS Boot camp formatted for a high intensity
JAI MAC NEIL
David Siik for Equinox. Make sure to bring headphones.
journey to push you past your current level of fitness. Maurice will
PILATES
jai.macneil@equinox.com
run
course
V I S I T E Q U I RUNCROSS®
N O X . C O M This
O R outdoor
DOWN
LO
A D Texperience
H E A P P moves
T O Myou
A Nforward
A G E Yand
OUR CALENDAR AND FIND NEW OBSESSIONS | CLASSES & INSTRUCTORS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
challenge you with kettle bells, the ViPR, interval training, balance,
PILATES An innovative system of mindbody exercise evolved from the
features expertly designed cross training drills and mad motivation for the
RUNNING

PRECISION RUNNING® Efficient and precisely designed intervals on the

STACKED! Hit the body with a healthy dose of highdensity training

H.I.T. FULL BODY CONDITIONING "High Intensity Training" full body

STUDIO CYCLING
CYCLE BEATS Cycle to the Beat of the music. This challenging and high
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intensity class is a great cardiovascular workout and experience.
PERFORMANCE CYCLING Whether you are preparing for longer rides

outdoors, a specific competitive event, or just want to up your fitness level,
this class is for you. Sample rides include: hill work, speed and sprint
intervals, breathing/meditation techniques and form exercises.
STUDIO CYCLING A cardio workout on a stationary bike based on cycling

principles. Classes are technique based and/or real terrain based and
focus on cadence, heartrate zones, climbs & sprints that can make an
unpredictable ride that is fun and challenging.
RUNNING
PRECISION RUNNING® Efficient and precisely designed intervals on the

GROUP FITNESS MANAGER
JAI MAC NEIL

treadmill will hit every muscle in your body for the ultimate burn. You’ll
increase your power and speed, and forever improve your run. Created by
David Siik for Equinox. Make sure to bring headphones.

jai.macneil@equinox.com

RUNCROSS® This outdoor run course experience moves you forward and

SIGNATURE CLASSES.

features expertly designed cross training drills and mad motivation for the
ultimate strengthmeetscardio experience. Created by David Siik for
Equinox.

ACCLAIMED INSTRUCTORS.
TRANSFORMED BODIES.

CLASS LEVEL GUIDE

(All levels welcome unless otherwise
noted.)

THE WORKX Combine interval based treadmill exhaustion and resistance

training muscle burns, with complete core reconstruction. This class Workx
everything and leaves nothing but the sweat and fat behind.
TREAD AND SHRED A thrilling treadmill class easily modified to personally
challenge your cardiovascular endurance via varied speed and incline
levels. Effective coaching keeps you connected to your exertion level &
heart rate and helps you maximize calorie burning and strength with every
stride.
YOGA

L1
L2
L3

Beginner
Intermediate
Advanced

HATHA YOGA A strong and fundamental approach to the yoga practice,

designed to align your skin, muscles, and bones with a focus on correct
postures and technique.

KETTLEBELL POWER Kettlebells have long been considered a powerful

FULLY LOADED Break out of linear workouts with this fitness class that

and effective training tool for maximizing results in workouts. Come
experience a powerful full body workout using the new Kettlebells. Build
power, and condition your body while learning dynamic new exercises
using the Kettlebell
METCON25 Specially developed for our 25th Anniversary, METCON25
reimagines our signature class with five highintensity rounds of quintuple
metabolic conditioning, concluding with a challenging grand finale.

challenges you to move weight in all directions for a full 360 degrees of
loaded movement. Push your performance in 3D — the way your body
was meant to move.

ROPES AND ROWERS A full body circuit built on battling ropes and the

a strong focus on defining the core muscles by challenging both strength
and stability. Using weights, the body bar, and a step, this class will help
you define your body from head to toe.

WaterRower, driving balanced strength and greater cardio fitness to propel
your performance. The exhilarating solo and team competition will push
you to bring it, beat it and brag about it.
STACKED! Hit the body with a healthy dose of highdensity training

incorporating short intervals with strategic recovery periods done pyramid
style. Transform your body with targeted movement complexes that are
stacked together for an intense, challenging workout.
SUPERHUMAN: THE CLASS Boot camp formatted for a high intensity
journey to push you past your current level of fitness. Maurice will
challenge you with kettle bells, the ViPR, interval training, balance,
stability, etc. Each class will require you to ask yourself, “What more do I
have left give?” Good Luck!

CS
MS
TR
YS
CL

Cycling Studio
Main Studio
Treadmill Area
Yoga Studio
Club Lobby

WHAT'S NEW THIS MONTH

This September, Equinox is
celebrating its 25th Anniversary!
To celebrate we put a twist on
some of our most popular
signature classes, customized
for this special occasion. Don’t
miss out.

your power yoga class by performing familiar power yoga strengthening
and stretching combinations in a heated room.
KRIPALU YOGA As an integrated practice on and off the mat, this gentle

style becomes a catalyst for physical healing, psychological and
emotional development, and spiritual awakening. Postures are held as
meditation in motion, emphasizing proper breath, alignment and
honoring the wisdom of the body.
POWER YOGA Our most athletic Vinyasa practice. A vigorous, dynamic,
physically and spiritually energizing form of Yoga that sculpts, hones and
tones every muscle in the body. Includes various elements of many
different Yoga styles.
VINYASA YOGA A vigorous, more athletic approach to yoga characterized by

TABATA STRENGTH No jumping necessary in this low impact yet high

intensity class! This workout will test your strength and push you to become
stronger! Apply the proven Tabata interval formula to multifunctional
weight training exercises (20 seconds hard work 10 seconds rest = 8
rounds) for a total body workout.
TRITREAD Inspired by triathlon training techniques, this 45 minute
treadmill workout of timed intervals is a great caloric expenditure burn
designed with the athlete in mind.
BARRE
GOLD BARRE Do Barre like an athlete. Add figureskating jumps and

focused footwork to your Barre workout and propel your power, balance
and endurance. Inspired by Olympic gold medal figure skater Tara
Lipinski.
LEAN LINE Raise ballet to the next level with cardio, light weights and

bodyweight resistance for a fullbody, highenergy workout.
TRUE BARRE Barre at its most authentic, done the Equinox way. Combine

ballet movements with conditioning, core work and stretches for that
dancer’s physique.
CONDITIONING

ABOVE THE BELT A complete upper body workout in one session. Chest,

that sculpts, hones and tones every muscle in the body. Linking one
movement into the next and the presence of mind from one moment to
the next.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS Take no prisoners. In 30 minutes, shape and

workout with cutting edge abdominal and lower back exercises.
back, shoulders, and arms are exercised along with abdominals for the
most efficient workout ever.
define your arms, shoulders, and upper body with effective, timeefficient
methods using a variety of equipment. Workout ends with hard core
abdominal training.

synergistic benefits & metabolic boost of a threediscipline crosstraining
workout. Volume, force and power unite in a cycling, strength & yoga
inspired trifecta to leave you fit & fully satisfied. Bring cycling & main
studio shoes.

BEST ABS EVER Chisel your core and ignite your metabolism with a

BOOT CAMP You know the drill...anything goes in Boot Camp! Reap the

shape your hottest asset. Fire up your glutes, build strength and definition,
and get powerful. Waistwhittling exercises are also integrated to further
accentuate your new rearview.

ELEVATE Improve your cardio fitness and overall endurance while sculpting

and toning your lower body with this 45minute hillwalking treadmill
workout. Low impact yet high intensity. Heart rate monitors are
encouraged.
EQX ROW 30 This express 30minute crew team workout will shred you up,
build strength AND cardiovascular endurance, fast! Specialized crew team
erg drills and weight training will get you the results you're looking for (and
maybe even recruited!)

conditioning class that incorporates Resistance, Interval, Power,
Plyometric, and Endurance training. This class targets all muscle groups
by combining free weights and anaerobic conditioning. Come and get
R.I.P.P.E.D...
PILATES
PILATES An innovative system of mindbody exercise evolved from the

principles of Joseph Pilates. Pilates teaches body awareness & good
posture while increasing core strength, flexibility, & mobility.
concepts and alignment techniques while adding functional strength and
flexibility through a blend of exercises designed to add power and
stamina.

YOGA FLOW A dynamic, physically and spiritually energizing form of yoga

benefits of this ultimate calorieburning workout through challenging
combination of cardiovascular drills and resistance training and much
more!

R.I.P.P.E.D. The One Stop Body Shock! A fun highenergy total body

PILATES POWER Rethink your Pilates practice! Focus on traditional Pilates

AB LAB Improve your core strength, balance and posture. A focused

3SUM The math is clear: the sum is greater than the parts. Enjoy the

HARD CORE CONDITIONING An intense upper and lower body workout with

Cardio for a sweaty results guaranteed workout. 4 minute Tabata intervals
(8 rounds: 20 second high intensity training & 10 seconds active rest)
between cardio sets. The Tabata Protocol is proven to physiologically
transform your body.

flowing poses and sequences that are linked to the breath. Sequencing
will vary with instructor philosophy.

ATHLETIC TRAINING

sequence will help tone and define arms, shoulders, legs, chest
abdominals & lower back.

TABATA CARDIO Apply the Tabata Formula to Cardio Drills and Flowing

HOT POWER YOGA Expect a sweat! This class intensifies the workout of
STUDIO KEY

H.I.T. FULL BODY CONDITIONING "High Intensity Training" full body

challenging, 30minute sixpack of exercises that builds abdominal
muscles and enhances totalbody performance.
BEST BUTT EVER Best Butt Ever is strategically engineered to lift and

CHISEL'D A total body workout with exercises that transition from one

muscle group to the next. Continuous movement and great music to keep
the heart rate up for a sweat drenched session.
CORE CONDITIONING Your core is defined as everything BUT your arms
and legs. In this non aerobic conditioning class, focus is placed primarily
on the abdominals, lower back, shoulder and hip girdle. Enhance
abdominal definition, core strength, core stability and flexibility.

DANCE
ZUMBA® Easy to follow dance fitness classes that are fun, energetic, and

leave you feeling amazing. Zumba® fuses Latin, international and
popular music to create a dynamic and effective workout.
BOXING & MARTIAL ARTS
TAI CHI A slowmoving martial art that emphasizes balance, alignment,

and relaxation. Open to all levels, this class includes Chi Gung, Tai Chi,
and related exercises to build coordination, increased body awareness,
and a focused mind.

